STORAGE EQUIPMENT

SWEDISH QUALITY
We are proud of our heritage. Coming from the region of Småland,
we are thrifty in the use of resources and know how to create an
environment for seeds to grow and flourish.
We place the utmost importance on delivering first-class
Swedish products. All our investments are therefore made cautiously
and with great care. We believe in the saying Hard work pays off,
and by laying a stable and secure foundation we create
opportunities far beyond our region.
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INNOVATION AND
PRODUCTION
Weland AB is a leading manufacturer and supplier of
spiral staircases, straight flight staircases, railings,
wheelchair ramps, gangways, gratings, and mezzanines.
Weland is also one of Sweden’s major players in the
sheet metal working sector.
We combine the wide range of products we keep in stock with
extensive product knowledge, a high level of service, and fast
deliveries. We continuously develop our machinery to ensure
sustainable and reliable production of new, innovative products.
This makes us a partner our customers can trust.
Our production and head office have been located in the
town of Smålandsstenar, Sweden since the founding of
the company in 1947.
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STORAGE EQUIPMENT FOR
OPTIMISED WAREHOUSE PREMISES
Weland provides most of the products needed for efficient and rational stock handling, both indoors
and outdoors. Our products optimise the flow and create a well organised work environment.
We manufacture pallet racks, cantilever racks, vertical racks, pull-out units, collision protection and
steel pallets for most spaces and environments. With our comprehensive solutions, you obtain better
optimised warehouse premises and an ergonomic workplace.
More detailed information is documented on our website, weland.com, or queries can be answered by
our experienced sales force.
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PALLET RACKS
Our pallet racks are designed with the focus on the future needs for rational material handling.
The design contributes to a well thought-out functionality with great safety. For the maximum
load-bearing capacity, both the end panel posts and support beams are made from closed
profiles. All components are hot-dip galvanised. We can also offer customised lengths.
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1. Pull-out unit standard

5. End panel protection

9. Shelving, Grating

13. Long-side insert

2. Pull-out unit with floor kit

6. Collapse protection

10. Shelving, Sheet Metal

14. Fork distance

3. Metal box for pallet collar

7. End protection

11. Shelving, Net

15. Barrel stop

4. Post protection, floor 400

8. Post reinforcement

12. Half-pallet insert

16. End panel spacer
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End stop

Grating shelf

CANTILEVER RACKS
Weland Cantilever Racks are designed to be flexible so they are suitable for all types of warehouse space. With hot dip galvanisation as standard, the cantilever racks are suitable for indoor
and outdoor use. In single and double versions, the cantilever racks turn the storage premises
into an easy to grasp and easy to operate part of the company's logistics function. With the
variable height and different lengths of the sections and arms, the cantilever racks can be built
to suit the most shifting conditions.
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VERTICAL RACKS
The Weland vertical racks provide very space-effective, practical and easy to grasp storage of wood
strips, thinner sections and pipes in various materials. The vertical racks are easily assembled and
work well as racks for lighter timber. Available in single and double rack versions.
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Pull-out unit standard

Pull-out unit with floor kit

Metal box adapted for
pallet collar as an accessory

PULL-OUT UNITS
We have a complete range of pull-out units in varying sizes and models.
Many strain and repetitive strain injuries that often arise during material handling can be
avoided by following a couple of simple measures. The easily accessible goods and the
right tool provide the workplace with an ergonomically correct design. The pull-out units
involve several advantages for stock handling. Picking work becomes easier and productivity increases. The pull-out function allows the distance between the shelves to be
smaller, which means a more efficient utilisation of the overall volume of the warehouse.
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Sigma beam base

Support

Corner 90 degrees

End-piece

COLLISION PROTECTION
Our steel collision protection can be used to provide protection by machinery and buildings, indoors as well as outdoors. The installation is easy because the entire protection
consists of separate standard components that can be easily screwed together during
assembly. Thanks to stock components, we can offer short delivery times.
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STEEL PALLETS
Weland Steel Pallet is a stackable pallet that is suitable for both internal and external handling.
The design of the steel pallet is suitable for the load platform of goods vehicles and can be
stacked compactly for minimal space when it's not in use.
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PLANNING AND DESIGN
We provide most of the products needed for efficient and rational stock handling, both indoors and
outdoors. Our products optimise the flow and create a well organised work environment. We will be
pleased to answer any queries you might have concerning dimensioning, drawing and project planning involving our various warehouse products. You may find the following information useful when
requesting tenders and placing orders.

TO CONSIDER DURING PLANNING AND
DESIGN

TO CONSIDER BEFORE ORDERING
• Check that all loads given are correct.

• How high will the cantilever rack be?
• How deep will the cantilever rack be?
(for whole pallet, half pallet or long-side handling)
• How heavy are the goods to be stored?
• What are the dimensions of the goods to be stored?
• On what type of surface will the pallet rack be placed?
• Are accessories required (for example collision
protection or end stop)?
• How many pallets do you want on each section?

• Check, for example, whether collision protection or
collapse protection is required.
• Specify maximum height of the goods for easier
sizing of the pallet/cantilever rack.
We comply with the most up-to-date standards and
official requirements. With many years' experience, we
are happy to help you with guidance and advice during
planning and design.
Contact us for further information.

• Do you want a single or a double rack?
For example, protective cage, gate etc.
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OUR EMPLOYEES
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
It is not the products or machines that make Weland. It is the people. Our
committed, inventive, and attentive employees who know the meaning of high
quality. We carry with us the family feeling of the small company we were at our
founding, and we know what closeness to the customer is all about. We call it the
Weland Spirit.
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